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 Freesound: This is a website that hosts a massive collection of music and audio for free. There are lots of VST plugins available on Freesound. Hugin: This is a free software for creating panoramas. Also available as freeware, because it is open source. Krita: An open source, professional grade painting application. Krita is available for free, but you can also get the pro version for a few euros. Lolapps:
A collection of utilities and applications for Linux. Otoy: A video editing tool that’s free. It has very good GUI, so you can use it even if you’re new to video editing. Pixlr-o-matic: A professional photo editing tool, available for both Windows and Linux. PulseAudio: A sound server for Unix-like operating systems. shapelab: A free video editing and compositing tool, featuring Windows, Mac OS, and
Linux versions. Sonar: A free audio converter and editor for Linux. Splice: A free music collage software that works like Audacity, for Windows and Linux. TuxGuitar: A free guitar editor for Windows and Linux. It comes with a VST plugin. Vitamix: A digital kitchen appliance. You can mix your own coffee. Vuze: A modern and elegant download manager. It can download your media files, and it

comes with DVD playback functionality. WavPack: A free audio file format. ZOK: An online, royalty-free source of MIDI files. Future: What is the future of Linux? Linux will survive as long as people care about the freedoms that we have in the computer world. That’s it! Those are the must have apps for your Linux desktop. Thanks for reading.CJC urges timely treatment of youths with
schizophrenia and Bipolar disorder, finds that mental health issues among the nation’s youths need to be addressed urgently Abuja: The CJC has advised the Federal Government to work towards the timely provision of necessary treatment for youths with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, reports Vanguard. In a series of briefings, the CJC has called on the National Mental Health Commission to

expedite the roll-out of treatment facilities for youths with mental health issues 82157476af
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